ROUTE 11: PASECNA (south of LIPNO reservoir)
start:

small road from PASECNA to the south-west

distance:

approx. 3 kilometers, (2 km to the border, another 1 km to a pick-up-point)

walking_time:

allow a minimum of 1 hour 45 minutes

termination:

forest chapell near LEITENMÜHLE
leave Pasecna on the road to south-west (it is the
junction at the bend) /// take the gravel road to the
left of the farm-house /// at the stony cross turn
left /// follow the road to its end /// walk around
the dung-deposit and follow the path in the grass
uphill and then back to the forest on your right
side /// 20 meters before you reach the forest cross
the meadow on your left side /// walk straigth up
to the forest and follow the egde of the forest to
the left side /// after two turns to the left and to the
right follow the edge of the forest from inside the
forest /// you come to a path into the forest ///
follow the path downhill /// sometimes the path is
grassy, sometimes it is nearly unvisible but it goes
almost straight ahead /// follow the border
between the old trees (at your right hand side) and
the young trees(at your left side) /// after 20
meters you see a small clearing at your left side ///
cross the clearing (at your left hand side is a small
enclosure) /// you find a path through the grass ///

after the next 30 meters the path is again grassy /// 25 meters after the grassy spot is a junction to your right /// follow
the carriage road downhill, it leads you down to a relatively open area where many trunks are marked orange /// there
you will find a boundary-post /// cross the border /// after 10 meters you find a small brook /// cross it and after another
10 meters you find a white post and another small brook /// go straight ahead and follow the carriage road on the halfleft up the hill /// after 10 meters follow the junction to the right /// negotiate all next junctions /// after a left turn you
can see a clearing /// there take the junction to the right down the hill /// follow it along the edge of the forest ///
ATTENTION /// don´t leave the forest, on the clearing are five watch-towers /// at the left side comes a spring /// follow
the brook to the young trees /// there again is a carriage road /// follow it downhill /// after 20 meters go to the left
through the forest (cross the brook) /// on you right hand side you can see a clearing /// ATTENTION /// don´t leave the
forest, on the clearing are additional watch-towers /// ATTENTION /// walk very quiet and close to the edge of the
forest because on your left hand side you pass a watch-tower in a distance of 15 meters /// follow the edge of the forest
/// it guides you down the hill /// when you come to a small river follow it to the left (but stay inside the forest) /// after
approx. 500 meters you can see a white chapell on the other side of the river /// cross it /// the chapell is a good pick-up
place (but not on sunday - to many prayers)

Please be sure to read the "General Tips for Refugees" carefully!

after the dung-deposit follow the grassy road uphill and to the forrest on your right

the carriage road leads you down to a relatively open area where many trunks are marked orange

when you see the tiny white forrest-chapell (on the right hand side) cross the river

